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INTRODUCTION

The world’s
best
investment

Hello, my name is Lennon Lee, real estate investor and founder of BLD Capital Group.
I want to begin by congratulating you on choosing to read this book and familiarizing
yourself with what I truly believe is the best investment vehicle there is.
This is especially true if you’re someone who wants to invest without having to roll up
your sleeves and do the nitty gritty daily work involved with finding and managing a
secure and profitable investment property. A person who’s looking for passive income
and capital growth while still being able to focus on other things such as your career,
business or personal life.
As you already know, this book is about investing in commercial multifamily real estate
– apartment complexes and apartment buildings. As we move through this guide,
you’ll learn all about these assets and why I choose to call them the best deals on the
planet.
There are many forms of investments that deliver a variety of income types. For folks
who have the cash to invest, the options are wide open.
Naturally, each investment has its own unique situation, its set of advantages and
disadvantages. Admittedly, there are investments that yield a far greater return than
real estate, and those that return far less.
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Yet each has a level of risk, time for the return, and so on. As you read through this guide, I’ll show you how when you take all the
factors and average them out, apartments come out on top.
I’ll show you exactly why investing in apartment syndications is a great idea, why it’s safe and why over the long term it creates,
preserves and grows wealth…
Of course, like anything this good, this type of investment is not for everyone. There are certain requirements that must be met in
order to take advantage of this opportunity, and it’s because of this that I’ve created this guide for you.

What is this book all about?
This book is meant to educate you primarily on why apartment investing is such a good idea and how becoming part of a multifamily
syndication is a fantastic way to circumvent one of the biggest barriers to entry in the commercial real estate investing game.
To truly be successful in real estate, there is a pretty big learning curve. This is one obstacle that derails many people from getting
involved and from becoming successful. There’s a lot to learn and to understand, such as:
Economic trends

Acquiring financing

Picking a good market

How to manage the asset once you own it

Knowing how to read population statistics and local
economies

How to improve the asset for greater revenue and
equity

Where to find the good deals

How to read the tax laws to benefit from the huge tax
breaks

How to analyze a deal to see if it’s right for you
Where to invest and where to avoid
Inspecting the property, management, and financials to
be sure it’s a good deal

How to avoid the huge tax penalties
And more

Seems pretty daunting, doesn’t it?
Well, that’s why I’ve created this guide. Because there’s a way for an accredited or sophisticated investor like you to work around
having to accumulate all of this knowledge and experience. That’s where the syndicate comes into play, and that’s what this book
is about.
The quick definition of a real estate syndication is when a group of 2 or more individuals combine their resources to acquire an
asset that they couldn’t otherwise acquire alone.
Don’t worry, this will be explained in detail as we go through the guide together, and I’ll show you all of the advantages and why
this could be exactly the thing you’ve been searching for.
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Who is this book for?
Although this guide is primarily written for accredited and sophisticated investors, it’s by no means only for those who fit into this
category.
Anyone who wishes to invest in real estate, especially in apartment complexes, will benefit greatly from the experiences and
information I’ve shared here. Whether you choose to participate in a real estate syndication or want to go to the next level and
pursue a deal all on your own, this guide lays a strong foundation for what you’ll need to know. It’s by no means a complete
encyclopedia on the topic – no one book can be. I still learn new things myself with every deal I do, yet starting with a good
foundation will set you up for success.
On a secondary note, there is a certain demographic that I’m particularly aiming toward…
You see, I’m an immigrant to the U.S. I came here from Venezuela in 2010 armed with a bachelor’s in engineering and attended
Florida International University where I earned a master’s in management. Around that time, I also started managing my family’s
real estate portfolio in Miami and fell in love with real estate. I liked being an engineer, but I truly loved real estate and from then
on, I knew that this was my true passion.
We started with single family homes and then grew into apartments later on. Along the way I’ve established some very close and
very profitable relationships with several multi-family syndicators and operators like myself – I’ll explain what an operator is in the
chapter on syndication. Basically, the person who finds and manages the asset for the syndicate.
The point of this story is that I have a special place in my heart for other Hispanic immigrants. People who came to the U.S. in search
of their own American dream and who’ve worked hard and made something of themselves in the process.
For those who are in a good financial position, who are looking to expand their means, and protect and grow their wealth, it is my
goal to offer them a chance to work alongside me.
So, whoever you are and wherever you are in life, please enjoy this guide and I sincerely hope that it both provides you with
valuable and exciting information and is the start of a personal relationship between us.
- Lennon Lee
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CHAPTER 1

The 3 types
of income
and how they
relate to
wealth

In order to understand why multi-family real estate is a powerful asset in which to
invest and also how to go about it, it’s important to understand the different income
classes as well. Each income class has its own set of rules and knowing these rules
and how the IRS views them is critical to your success as an investor – especially a
passive investor.
Before I move forward with this concept, I must make clear that I am not a CPA nor am
I providing tax advice. I am simply explaining from my working knowledge. It is advised
that you consult a tax expert on tax related issues before making an investment
decision.
Since I can’t know what level of knowledge you actually possess in this area, I’m going
to go through it all. So please don’t feel offended or put out if I start explaining
something you already know.
I believe that in order to clearly explain some concepts, it’s a good idea to use models.
Fictional examples with numbers that can be studied and manipulated to make the
point more obvious.
So, for this chapter, let’s begin with a virtual model of an investor. This may or may not
represent you in some way, especially if you’re an accredited or sophisticated investor
already.

© 2019 BLD Capital Group | www.bldcapitalgroup.com
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Our model investor:
For the purposes of all the examples in this guide, I’m going to
simply refer to our investor as “you”. I think it’s better than
making up a silly name like Don Dollarman or Suzie
Stuffedpockets, as fun as that would be.
Now let’s assume that you’re a high earning professional like a
lawyer, a doctor, or an engineer. In your practice, you earn
$200,000 each year which qualifies you as an accredited
investor. (There are other ways to meet this requirement as
well)
In a later chapter we’ll go over what being an accredited or
sophisticated investor means, how to qualify and why you

want to do so. For now, just accept that you are one because
you make over $200K and expect to do at least that much for
the foreseeable future.
We’ll build more on this model later on, adding more and more
information to you as we go. For now, though, let’s just focus
on income and how different IRS rules and income classes
affect your ability to build, preserve and grow wealth now and
for the future.
Let’s start with the most common income class and the class in
which you currently reside as a well-paid professional.

Income class #1 – Earned
Most people in the U.S. fall under this category. Some folks
have incomes in more than one class, of course, but earned
income is certainly the most prevalent.
Earned income is just as it sounds – money you earn from a
job or even as a salaried employee of your own business,
such as is most likely the case with our model.

Examples of earned income include:
Wages from a job
Contract payment for services rendered
Tips and gratuities
Union strike benefits
Some disability benefits

If you’re a lawyer or a doctor and own your own practice, you still pay yourself as either an employee or a contractor. Either a W2
or a 1099. This can get complicated, because the IRS sees a difference between an employee and a self-employed person, which
would include being a contractor even of your own business.
Why does it get complex?
Well, earned income is typically subject to 2 types of taxes. These are FICA or payroll taxes which include social security and
Medicare taxes. Earned income is also subject to federal income and sometimes state income tax, depending on which state you
earned money in.
Now I don’t want this book to be a textbook on accounting – I won’t go into excruciating detail here, both because it’s not the goal
and also because I’m not a Tax professional and I’m only sharing my knowledge in the field. So definitely do not take any of this as
tax advice, for that you should contact your CPA or Tax Strategist. Yet it’s important that you understand the basics so that you know
how to manipulate your earnings and put them into things that optimize your income and net worth while minimizing taxation.
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So, in your case, being our working model and being a high paid professional who may or may not own his or her own business,
you have several options and each of them has an effect on your income. As a self-employed person, you can either simply do
business as yourself or create a tax entity such as an LLC or corporation that pays you a salary as a W2 employee. Here is the
difference:

As a DBA self-employed person,
you’re responsible to pay all payroll
and income taxes yourself.

As an employee, your employer
pays half of your social security and
Medicare taxes.

On the surface of it, you might say that it’s 6 or a half dozen, right? After all, whether it’s just you or your corporation paying you, the
money still comes out of your pocket, right?
Yes and no…
If you’re self-employed and paying yourself $200,000 a year, you pay taxes on that basis. If your company is paying you $200,000
each year, then it gets to write off the part of the payroll taxes it pays you.
It still may not seem like much, but this difference can have a positive financial effect on your company’s income.
However, not to beat this into the ground, let’s move on to some good old-fashioned numbers so that you know where you stand.
The biggest problem with earned income is that there are few tax advantages. Especially if you make a high salary as you do in our
example. Yes, there are some things you can write off, but for simplicity sake, I’m going to ignore everything and just show you your
income based on the taxes you owe on $200K.
The first two are easy. Social Security tax is 12.4% of your gross earnings and Medicare tax is 2.9% of your gross earnings. There
is a bit of a loophole here, though.
Social Security tax has an upper limit of $127,200 – which means that income over this amount is not subject to this tax. The
Medicare tax, however, does not have a limit. So, here’s how much you’ll pay from your gross income assuming that you’re paying
it all:

Social Security

$15,772

© 2019 BLD Capital Group | www.bldcapitalgroup.com
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So, if you’re paying it all, you’re paying $21,572. If you’re a W2
employee you’d pay half of this amount. But I want to show
the worst-case scenario here so that you understand why
creating passive income is so vital.
Okay, so let’s subtract your FICA taxes and your annual net
income is now down to $178,428.

And you haven’t even paid income tax yet…
I’m going to cut you a break here and assume you live
somewhere like Florida that doesn’t have a state income tax.
Now, as you probably know, income taxes are broken into
brackets. You pay a certain percentage of your income that
falls into these brackets.

Yowser!

Here are the most current tax brackets
for a single earner as of 2018:

Confused yet? Well, let’s do the math
and see what you actually owe the IRS
for income taxes…

Up to $9,525

10%

10%

$952

$9,526 to $38,700

12%

12%

$3,500

$38,701 to $82,500

22%

22%

$9,636

$82,501 to $157,500

24%

24%

$18,000

$157,501 to $200,000

32%

32%

$13,600

Total federal
income tax owed:

$45,689.

Subtract that from the $178K and change from earlier, and
you’re left with a net pay of about $133,000!

you earn is taxed at your maximum tax rate. Sure, you don’t
pay payroll tax on it, but you will pay income tax.

And you haven’t paid any sales tax, property tax, tax on your
cable or phone bill, electrical tax, tax on cigarettes if you
smoke… it staggers the imagination, doesn’t it?

So, let’s say you’ve got $500,000 sitting in the bank earning a
whopping 1% interest. You’ll pay something like $1,500 each
year on the $5,000 in interest you earn.

Before we move on to the next income class, there’s a sort of
vague fourth type of income called unearned income. The
reason I say it’s unofficial is that unearned income covers
several types of income.

Unearned income can also be taxed as capital gains as well in
some cases. This is why we’re moving toward the passive
category and especially real estate that generates rent
because there you have the best tax rates as well as the best
tax breaks, too.

Passive income is unearned, as is ordinary dividends from
stocks, savings interest and so on. The reason I mention it is
that if you have money in a savings account or CD, the interest

© 2019 BLD Capital Group | www.bldcapitalgroup.com
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Income class #2 – Portfolio
Yes, this class would fall under the unearned income category as well. That’s because portfolio income is generally derived from
activities that do not involve punching a clock or trading hours for dollars. It is investment income not including passive sources.

Examples
of portfolio
income:

Dividends from stocks
Capital gains from the sale of stocks and bonds
Interest earned on interest bearing accounts like CD’s, savings and money market
Capital gains from the sale of an asset like investment property or a business

On the other hand, interest from money lent is not considered portfolio income.
Like every income class, there are exceptions, rules and variations. And sometimes portfolio and passive
income can be the same things, as is the case with royalty payments.
Portfolio income is subject to two types of taxes – capital gains and regular income. It is not subject to social
security and Medicare taxes, however.
This is why many people in the position of our example above buy into portfolio income streams that include
day trading in stocks, mutual funds and put money into retirement accounts. Many people also like to flip
real-estate for large sums of fast cash.
One of the biggest drawbacks to this type of income is that you generally lack a great deal of control over it.
Often, you put your money or effort into something and then are dependent on other people or
circumstances to generate the returns. While you might think that investing in a syndicate offers no more
control, the difference is that you have a personal relationship with the syndicator and get to pick and
choose what you invest in. Investing in stocks, REITs or ETFs offers no personal connection at all.
For example, mutual funds, stocks and bonds are for the most part a bit of a gamble. As good as you may
think you are at picking stocks, you really never know and you certainly don’t have any control over the
companies into which you’re buying unless you’re a majority stock holder.
Then there’s the capital gains tax. When you sell an asset for more than you paid, you’re subject to taxes.
How much tax depends on how long you’ve owned the asset.
For example, if you purchase an asset and hold it for 366 days or longer, you’ll be subject to a capital gains
tax when you sell that is between 10 and 20 percent. Sell that asset before the end of 1 year and the income
is treated as regular earned income.
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That may be just fine when you consider the tremendous gains
that many portfolio investments can deliver. You could, for
example, buy 10,000 shares of a stock for $10 and then sell it 3
months later, or 13 months later for $30 per share.
You made a huge gain – 300% - and although you’ll pay a big
chunk of that to the IRS, who cares because you’re still in the
green, am I right?
Of course, in this same case you could buy 10,000 shares of
that stock at $10 and in 6 months it could drop to $1… or the
company could go under.
Then you’re truly screwed!
And you have absolutely no control over these events.
Flipping homes is better because you certainly have control
over most things except the market. But if you act fast, you’re
bound to do well provided you’ve got the investing education,
resources and let’s not forget the time to work on it (basically
full time) to pull off a complete rehab quickly.

But consider:
In our example, you’re taking home about $130K.
Whatever money you invest is going to be after-tax
with the exception of tax deferred retirement plans
like the 401K or the IRA. If you’re going to invest in
things like stocks, bonds and even income real
estate, it’s probably best to do it by putting money
into a tax deferred account and then using that.
It all comes out in the wash really when you look at
the big picture. However, there’s another reason to
use my approach.
You see, that $130K is money you earned through
direct effort. You traded your time for money. If you
then invest some of that into a stock, for instance,
and that stock fails… you have to replace the money
you lost with direct effort again.

There’s another disadvantage to portfolio income, at least
depending on what you’re buying into. With the exception of
flipping a home, it’s very hard to leverage the purchase of a
portfolio-based asset.

Consider, however, that instead of buying stocks,
you purchase a piece of income generating real
estate. You benefit from all of the tax advantages
we’ll discuss later on and then you take the cash
flow from that passive income and do whatever you
want with it.

Let’s face it, few banks will lend you money to buy stocks or
mutual funds!

It’s basically like playing with house money at the
casino and there is no safer position to be in.

This isn’t to say that you should avoid portfolio income – far
from it. Yet there’s a pretty good formula that illustrates how to
move your money from one type of income to another and
benefit from the largest number of tax and income advantages.

Okay, so let’s move on to passive income now…

That’s entirely up to you, naturally. Yet I’d suggest that unless
you’re a stock guru or a well-seasoned flipper or even an
entrepreneur who’s walked down the road of starting and
growing a business… that you follow the basic formula below:

Earned income

Passive income.

It’s in the realm of passive income that true wealth is most
effectively created, preserved and grown.

© 2019 BLD Capital Group | www.bldcapitalgroup.com
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Income class #3 – Passive
Ah, now here is the be-all-end-all of investing. It’s what we all aim for in any way possible.

Why? Because passive income equals freedom – true financial freedom.
In short, passive income is any recurring income – monthly, quarterly, or annually - you derive from investments where you don’t
take a daily active role in the operation of that investment.
Basically, passive income flows into your bank account regardless of what you do each day.

Ongoing book sales

Good examples of
passive income would
be such things as:

An internet business that sells subscriptions or an online information product
Interest payments on money that you lend
Profit sharing from a business in which you invested
Rental income from real estate

Guess which one I think is the best? Yes, real estate, of
course. And especially commercial multi-family properties,
also known in the commercial real estate industry as
Apartments.
Of course, you already knew that from the introduction!
Passive income like portfolio income is not subject to payroll
taxes of any kind. Only income taxes. You simply pay income
tax on it based on your tax bracket.
However, rental real estate comes with 3 tremendous tax
breaks built in. So powerful are these tax breaks that it’s
possible for you to pay only 10 or 15 percent in taxes. In fact,
it’s actually possible that when you combine your tax breaks
against the income, that you have what’s called a paper loss.

© 2019 BLD Capital Group | www.bldcapitalgroup.com

A paper loss means that you can carry a deduction over to
your regular earned income – up to $25,000.
I’ll get into this in far more detail shortly in an upcoming
chapter… yet it’s the real crucial key to building and preserving
wealth with apartments.
Owning an apartment complex is considered to be a passive
investment because your involvement is passive.
Basically, what this means is that managing rental property
isn’t your day to day job. You can make decisions on who your
property manager is, the business plan for the project and so
on but these activities do not necessarily constitute an active
involvement. That’s another crucial key and a big advantage
of investing in a syndicate.
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Why passive income from apartments is the best
Remember way back when in our example of earned income
and how you made $200K and after taxes ended up with about
$135K?
Well, imagine for a moment that you earned all of that income
from owning or partly owning an apartment complex. Without
going into details now, let’s assume that you owed 15% in taxes
on that money.

Here’s what you’d end up with:

$200,000 X 15% = $170,000.
That’s quite a difference isn’t it?
Not only are you not busting your hump every day at work, but
you get to keep $35,000 more each year. And that’s assuming
a pretty conservative tax rate.

You could then repeat the process. Take the extra money
you’re not paying in taxes and re-invest that back into yet
another syndicate with a different operator in a different
market even. It’s like stacking blocks, with each block
generating more passive income that both preserves the
wealth you’re creating as well as giving you the chance to
grow it in the process.

That’s a unique IRS loophole called 1031-exchange which
we’ll explore later. Essentially, the IRS allows property
investors to move their equity from one investment
property to another without paying any capital gains tax at
on that transaction. And to be clear, it’s not that you will
never have to pay taxes on this gain, you are just
deferring the tax payment to some point in the future

Think of passive income like this…

This is really impressive when you understand how
apartments are valued and how increasing their income
also increases their overall value.

In your home you have a safe. Every month, you open that
safe and there’s $14,000 in cash sitting there. You pull all
that money out and spend it. And on the first of the next
month, you open the safe and like magic, there’s another
$14,000 in cash sitting there!
Oh, it gets way better than that, my friend!
As I’ll explain in great detail on apartments, your passive
income is generally going to rise as rents increase. So,
each year that $14K could be growing larger and larger.
Additionally, after a time, you’re able to exit from a specific
investment and if you do it right… you don’t pay any taxes
on the gain at all!

© 2019 BLD Capital Group | www.bldcapitalgroup.com

It’s entirely possible to invest in multi-family property, earn
a double digit return on your cash, pay a very low tax rate
and then exit out your original investment while keeping
the asset or acquiring an even bigger and more profitable
one.
When you do this well, or invest with those who know
how, you’ll soon be playing with house money and then
you’ve created infinite returns and there is no better deal
on the planet!
It’s pretty exciting, and in the next chapter, we’re going to
talk more about real estate and the different forms real
estate investing can take.
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CHAPTER 2

Why invest in
real estate?

So what makes real estate so great? Why, with all of the options available to you,
would you want to worry about clogged toilets and renters who don’t pay their bills?
In the next chapter, I’m going to go through all of the advantages of apartment investing in great detail. That will include a theoretical model of an apartment community
that we buy together. It’ll be complete with numbers, percentages and everything
you’d ever want to know.
Before we get into that, however, I think you should be given the full big picture about
real estate in general. Because when most people think real estate investing, they
think about somebody they knew who bought a house or condo and rented it out…
…and all the trials and tribulations they went through.
Maybe you think of a buddy or a family member who bought a house or condo to flip
only to find that he or she bought it at the height of the market and then had to short
sale it or auction it and lost a bundle on it.
Everybody has these stories. Stories of ignominious real estate investing defeat… yet
there’s often one simple reason behind this.

© 2019 BLD Capital Group | www.bldcapitalgroup.com
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They didn’t
start with the
education.

I mentioned it back in the introduction and I’ll say it again – real estate investing, like starting a
business, has a very large learning curve.
Sure, any person can buy a house and fix it up and sell it… anybody can rent a house out… but
to be successful over the long term, you have to know what you’re doing. You have to have the
expert knowledge to give yourself an edge over other investors, over your tenants and over
potential buyers.

That expertise can be gained in one of two ways:
1

You read a stack of good books on the subject, listened to 1,000+ hours of real estate podcasts and spend months looking
at properties, talking to sellers, going to meetings and making mistakes.

2

You partner up with somebody who’s already gone through it.

Because when you do have the knowledge and know what you’re doing, you can easily avoid the pitfalls of so many one-shot real
estate investing failures.
Let’s face it – every venture has some risk… but the reward for success is astronomical.
Let’s look for a moment at the various types of real estate investing…

Real estate in its many forms
When most people think about investing in property, what usually comes to mind? Renting a house, condominium or a duplex.
Buying, fixing and selling a home. Maybe office buildings and even apartments. Yet that’s only the tip of the iceberg.

Essentially,
though, there
are 3 categories
of investing:

1. RENTAL

Rental property for monthly cash flow.

2. DEALING

Dealing - Buying, fixing and flipping in most cases.

3. WHOLESALING

Brokering a sale between a buyer and seller without
ever really taking possession of the property.

Now you’ve definitely heard of renting and flipping. Yet it’s actually possible to make money in real estate without ever buying a
single piece of property! It’s called wholesaling and although the profits aren’t huge, they can add up.

© 2019 BLD Capital Group | www.bldcapitalgroup.com
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Wholesaling:
Essentially, this form of investing works this way: You find a
home for sale, usually one that needs fixing up so that it can be
bought at a discount. You make an offer on the property at a
discounted price.
When the seller accepts, you then find a flipper/investor –
good wholesalers will already have a list of them. You tell them
about the property and offer to sell it for slightly higher than
what you offered the seller.
When the flipper accepts, you create a contract between the
two parties with an additional agreement that the flipper owes
you your commission at closing. This depends on the property
of course, but with that said, a $5,000-$10,000 commission is
very common.

This can be a much more complex topic, yet you can see that
for someone with little or no startup capital, wholesaling is a
great way to start to build up that investing nest egg.
Of course, the down side is that you’re making short term
capital gains and will owe 20% on the money you make. Still,
for some investors this can be a very lucrative approach.
Moving on, though, when discussing real estate investing,
there are actually a ton of choices that fall under the rental and
flipping categories. Some are unique to either and some can
fall under both.
For example, you could buy a home that needs work, fix it up
and then rent it for a while. You can rent a home for a time and
then sell it for a profit later on.

Yet real estate investing goes so far beyond houses. Here are some examples:
Houses and duplexes

Marinas

Retail spaces

Condos

Hotels and motels

Apartments

Campgrounds

Office spaces

Parking lots

Triple net leasing – when you
rent your land to a business like
a fast food restaurant

Industrial parks

RV parks and mobile home
communities

Self-storage

Quite a few options, aren’t there? In fact, there’s something
new in the arena today thanks to this new trend of sharing.
You’ve heard of Uber and Lyft, right? Well, you probably have
also heard of Airbnb then.
Airbnb lets you rent out rooms in your house on a daily, weekly
or however long basis. You simply list your home on the
website and people who visit the area can come and stay with
you. You can also rent out the entire place using Airbnb.
Well, here in Florida at least, there’s a growing trend for people
to use boats for this purpose. It’s getting very popular in South
Florida and the Keys.
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Vacation rentals

Maybe you own a 40-foot sailboat at a marina. You list it on the
website and people come and stay on your fully furnished boat
complete with all the amenities.
How’s that for creative investing?
Yet as you may have noticed, the majority of the options I listed
above are rental properties. Why do I focus on this? Why
didn’t I list development as well?
Because, despite the fact that there’s certainly money in
flipping and in building new property… we do live in …
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A nation of renters
According to recent statistics published by the census bureau,
nearly 37% of all-American households - something like 40 to
50 million households – are renters. You have to go back to
1965 to find a higher percentage.
And of course, U.S. population is at least double what it was 50
years ago.
This is partly due to the residual effects of the big boom and
crash of 2004-2008. Also, housing prices at the time of this
writing are once again riding high, making it more difficult for
the majority of the folks who fall within the rental demographic
to buy a home.

multi-family property – about as economically bullet proof as
possible.
Consider the types of people who commonly rent apartments
and houses. We’ll forget about business and industrial rentals
for now… those are certainly directly and hugely effected by
economic changes.
College students
Young adults, both single and married
Blue collar workers
People with little cash or less than stellar credit

What happens when the prices drop again, you might ask?

Transient residents

Very little, actually!

Retirees

Although white collar workers and well educated / high paid
professionals will be able to afford homes then if they can’t
now, the vast majority of folks who make up the rental pool will
still be renting. There are a lot of reasons for this, and because
of these reasons, it makes rental property – most especially

The truth is that there are just some people who may never
be able to buy their own home. They don’t make enough
money to save or their credit is constantly being chipped
away and a bank won’t lend them money. Yet they still want
a nice place to live and generally speaking, it’s easy for these
folks to get an apartment despite their credit so long as they
can show employment.
What about swings in the economy or the markets, you ask?
Is rental real estate truly effective over the long term?
Well, consider the fact that renting property is not a new
concept, not by a long shot…
Do you know the story of how Julius Caesar gained his
success? Before he went off to what’s known today as
France for 8 years, he was partnered with Pompeii the Great
and a man named Crassus. Crassus was known as the
richest man in Rome at that time.
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Immigrants
Newly divorced or separated
Roommates
Military personnel

And do you know where most of Crassus’ great wealth came
from? Rental property!

How about this…
In 600 B.C. when the city of Carthage was starting to take off,
the city boasted one of the earliest known apartment
buildings. They built 6 story apartment blocks for rent and
they were even complete with hot and cold running water!
So yes, my friend, rental property is always a good idea,
regardless of the temporary state of the economy. In fact,
often in spite of it.
Consider that when the economy is strong, like now, a lot of
people can’t afford a house. When the economy is in
recession, people are afraid to buy a house. Yet nobody is
ever afraid to rent!
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Hot trend – millennials, baby
boomers and immigrants
Let me pause for a quick moment and discuss a hot trend in apartment investing
that is not going anywhere. What I like to invest in are what’s known as class B
apartments – I’ll explain this in detail shortly. Basically, those properties that are just
below the really fancy and expensive ones… in other words, nice, modern and
affordable properties that are in the highest demand.

Why are they in the highest demand?
Because of the 3 groups I mentioned above. Millennials or young adults from
college students up to young professionals in their 30’s want to rent a place that’s
the perfect balance of quality and affordability.
Secondarily, baby boomers, who represent more than 20% of the U.S. population
are turning 65 at a rapid pace and in many surveys and polls, they’re looking to
downsize and rent. These folks want the same blend of quality and affordability and
have the added benefit of being very dedicated to a market once they enter it.
Then of course there are recent immigrants to the U.S. This large and continuous
demographic need a place to live when they get here and for some time after. It
takes some time for them to establish credit and savings required to purchase a
home.
Additionally, you have to remember that many immigrants, especially from Central
and South America, are quite used to living in a multi-family setting. Often in apartments or homes with more than 1 generation of family residing there as well. They
value a modern, clean and affordable apartment of their own as much as most
Americans value their house.
Whichever way you look at it, commercial multi-family is arguably the best option for
real estate investing!
So now that I’ve laid the ground work, let’s move on into the real detail. I’m going to
clearly illustrate to you exactly why of all the types of investing and of all the types
of real estate – commercial multi-family property commonly known as apartments
is, in my opinion, the best of the best!
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Why
apartments
are the IDEAL
investment

I’d like to take a few moments and explain to you exactly why I feel that apartments are
the best investment you can make. In fact, it could be said that apartments are the
ideal investment. In this case, ideal is an acronym for 5 key elements that make up the
specific and awesome advantages of apartments.

If you break
down the word
ideal, you get:

I

INCOME

D

DEPRECIATION

E

EQUITY

A

APPRECIATION

L

LEVERAGE

Don’t worry about what all that means, I’m going to go through each one of these
topics in detail in this chapter. When we get to the end, you’re going to truly
understand apartments and all they offer to the passive income investor.
You’ll also have a clear picture of how apartments are the perfect vehicle to create,
preserve and grow wealth.
Before we begin, though, there are a few points that need to be covered. The first of
which is exactly what I mean by the generic term “apartments.”
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Multi-family property is a term that means any piece of
residential real estate of 2 units or more. So technically
speaking, a duplex is a multi-family property. However, when
I’m talking apartments, I’m talking about a certain threshold of
multi-family properties where the property’s income is used to
determine its value.
This leads into the second point, which is that we are only
going to deal in this type of multi-family property. It’s also
called commercial residential. Why?
Well, the answer lies in the next section where I explain how
and why these properties are valued by their income. Now the
line that divides a duplex, triplex or even quadplex from a true
“apartment” property tends to vary based on who you talk to.

generally of 100 units or above. There’s no question that these
are commercial multi-family properties.
Now I’m not saying that a nice 8-unit property isn’t a good deal.
It may be, based on its financial position. Yet the same work
and processes you use to acquire an 8-unit building are used
to acquire a 450-unit apartment complex – so why not aim
higher?
Also, in some cases, it’s actually easier for seasoned investors
and investment groups to acquire larger apartments. This is
due in part to the fact that there are a lot of them and that they
clearly represent a stabilized income generating asset to the
lender.
Okay, let’s get into the nuts and bolts, shall we?

The true answer lies with the banks who lend the money.
Lenders make the distinction between residential multi-family
and commercial multi-family at 5 units. So, a quad-plex is still a
residential property while a 5-plex is considered the smallest
possible commercial multi-family.
However, for our purposes, and in fact for the types of property
we invest in at BLD Capital, we’re looking at larger properties,

Before we move into the details, I’d like to propose another
virtual example model like we did in chapter 1. In this case,
we’re going to look at a sample property that we would
consider buying. Of course, this example is pretty much the
perfect situation and the numbers are kept neat for ease of
explanation, yet I think you’ll find it interesting and fun too.

Our working model
For the purposes of this chapter and all the succeeding chapters, we’re going to work with a property we’ll call Money Tree
Apartments. Has a nice ring to it, doesn’t it?
Who could turn down a deal called Money Tree?

Now here are the
important facts about
Money Tree:

A class B garden style apartment complex consisting of 200 units
The asking price is around $20,000,000 or $100K per unit
The property is 90% occupied

Now there are a lot of other details we’ll need to look at, but this is enough to get started. As we move through, I’ll be altering
some of these things in order to illustrate a point or two, but this is our basic model.

Ready? Let’s begin…
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How Apartments are Valued
Before we can talk about making money or even putting an
offer on Money Tree Apartments, we have to understand
exactly how these properties are valued and what we need to
look at in order to make certain that we’re getting a good deal.
As I mentioned, apartments like Money Tree are priced based
on their income. What’s important to note, however, is that this
figure is not the total income – in fact, the value is based on the
net operating income (NOI).
NOI is the number you have left when you subtract all
operating expenses from the total income. With apartments,
there are some things that are considered as operating
expenses that you wouldn’t consider in other forms of property
like a single-family home.
Note: Debt service is not an operating expense!
With a single-family home, there’s an acronym known as PITI –
principle, interest, taxes and insurance. You probably know
that one already, right?
Well, with apartments, taxes and insurance are separated out
from the loan and are counted as a legitimate operating
expense. That’s actually quite a good thing, because it lowers
the amount of your loan payment.

Here is a partial list of standard expenses on a larger
multi-family property like Money Tree:
Property management

Utilities

Administrative expenses

Landscaping

Repairs and Maintenance

Legal and accounting

Taxes and insurance

Contract services

Payroll

Advertising

So, let’s suppose that of the 180 units currently occupied at
Money Tree, the average rent is $1,200, and from our market
analysis we know that similar properties are achieving around
$1,400 or more. Of course, in the real world, you’d normally
have a unit mix and each unit size would have its own average
rent. Even more than that, even among similar units you’d have
different rents because of different lease terms or desirability
of the unit’s location.

In real life, a 200-unit apartment complex might look
like this:

10

studio units

30

1-bedroom, 1-bath units

40

2-bed, 1-bath units

50

2-bed, 2-bath units

60

3-bedroom, 2-bath units

And as I said, even among similar units you’d have rental
disparities. But to keep things really simple, we’re going with
the overall average rent per unit which is $1,200.
Also, it’s important to note that vacant units don’t enter into the
valuation calculation at all – or at least they shouldn’t. If they
don’t generate income, they don’t go into the equation. Now
sometimes sellers will adjust their capitalization rate (I’ll explain
this a little bit later on) to compensate them… but the truth is
that NOI is only calculated on actual rental income.
Of course, that means that if we buy Money Tree and get most
of those 20 units rented, we increase our cash flow, don’t we?
That’s one way to improve your investment and I’ll talk more
about that when we discuss adding value after we purchase.

So back to the point, at current rates, Money Tree has
an effective gross income (EGI) of $2,592,000.
EGI = 180 units X $1,200 X 12 months = $2,592,000
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Now we have to add up and subtract all operating expenses.
Let’s say for the sake of simplicity that the operating expenses
come out to exactly $1,192,000 (or around 46% of EGI) leaving
us with an NOI of $1.4 million:

NOI = $2,592,000 - $1,192,000 = $1,400,000
So, after expenses each year, assuming there’s no loan to pay,
Money Tree makes its owners $1.4 million in positive cash flow.
Great, right? So where does the $20 million purchase price
come into play?
Well, when figuring the value of an apartment property, we use
a figure known as the Cap Rate, short for capitalization rate.
This is a percentage that we divide into the NOI to get the
value of the property.

seller directly, we probably have to figure it out ourselves.
The most common method for determining the cap rate is
somewhat similar to how real estate agents determine the
value of a house. You simply look at a handful of comparable
properties that have sold recently in the same market and
figure out their cap rates by figuring their NOI and dividing it
into the sales price.
This can be tricky, and often commercial real estate
professionals are helpful here. Let’s assume, though, that the
current cap rate of the market is 7%. Here’s how we determine
the value:

NOI / cap rate = sales price.

Okay… but where does the cap rate come from?

If we divide $1.4 million by 7%, we get our sales price of $20
million.

When a property is listed for sale, the cap rate is listed with it.
On the other hand, if we found Money Tree by contacting the

So now that we know how much Money Tree costs and why…
let’s talk a bit about the buying process.

How to Buy an Apartment Complex
This is a big topic and one that we’ll explore bit by bit as we go
through this guide. For right now, though, I just want to briefly
touch on some key points regarding the purchase of Money
Tree.
There is a pretty lengthy process when it comes to big
apartments as you might expect. We have to pick the right
markets, find one for sale, analyze it to see if it fits our needs,
make an offer, perform the due diligence process where we
more closely examine the property and then we have to come
up with the money.
When we talk about leverage, I’ll explain why we want to use a
loan to buy Money Tree. For now, depending on the type of
debt we use, we might need anything from 20% to 40% as a
down payment. On average, though, most banks want you to
put in a minimum of 20% cash.

In a real deal, we would also raise additional capital as a
reserve. It’s always a good idea to have a bit of ready money
available for incidentals. Additionally, if our business plan
called for making renovations on the property, we would
include this capital in our initial plan as well.
But let’s keep it simple for now…
We’ve got our $4 million in cash – you can start to see why
creating a partnership helps with this – and we get a $16
million loan from a bank amortized over 30 years at 5% fixed
interest rate, and a 10-year term. So, our annual debt service
will be right around $1M
Armed with that data, let’s go into the IDEAL portions of the
property and see how these numbers effect our return on
investment (ROI).

So that means that in order to buy Money Tree apartments, we
need $4 million in cash and need a $16 million loan.
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I INCOME
The first of the 5 core benefits of the apartment investment is
the most obvious – a regular stream of income. In the last
section, you already started to see how this first and very
important factor plays directly into the asset itself.

We’ve got ourselves a nice 10% cash on cash return. Not too
shabby, is it? Especially when you consider how much control
we have over our asset and that there are some things we can
do right away to bump up our already nice return.

Income determines value and, value is derived from the
income.

What’s that, you ask? Taxes?? What about taxes?

Obviously, a sizable apartment complex like Money Tree with
200 units produces a satisfying monthly and annual income.
However, with properties of this type, there are actually many
ways to both increase the rents as well as add additional
income to the property.
We’ll talk more about rental increases and value add plays in
the “E” and “A” portions of this topic, yet I want to briefly
describe how it’s possible to add in smaller yet significant
income streams to your property.
First, though, let’s begin by illustrating where we stand at this
point. As mentioned, we bought Money Tree Apartments for
$20 million with $4 million down and a $16 million mortgage.

Here’s where we stand in
terms of annual cash flow:
$1,400,000
$1,000,000
$400,000

net operating income
annual debt service
positive annual cash flow

So, what’s our ROI so far?
Well, if we divide $400K by $4 M
and then multiply by 100…

Ah… the bane of our civilization! Don’t worry, though – in the
next section we’ll talk all about taxes and the 3 big tax breaks
that save us hundreds of thousands in taxes each year… and
it’s not only legal but encouraged by the IRS!
That aside for now, let’s see how we can improve our income
from day 1…
First, if you recall, our property is only 90% occupied. But from
our analysis of the market we know that the average
occupancy on that area is around 95%. That means that we
should be able to get at least 10 of those 20 vacant units
rented without a problem.
So, the first thing we might want to do is get people into those
vacant units right away (And the reason I say “might want” is
because it will depend on our business plan, but again, let’s
keep it simple for now). Our property management team
should be able to help us with that and get some tenants into
these units fairly quickly.
Frankly, it doesn’t really matter if we don’t get all the 20 vacant
units rented. Even by renting out 10 of them at the same
under-market price of $1,200 per month– we are still talking
$12,000 per month or an additional $144,000 per year – let’s
just round off to $140,000 in annual cash flow.
And if that’s what it takes to fill these units in until you can raise
rents back to normal, go for it!

$400,000 / $4,000,000 X 100 = 10%
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So, we decide to add a laundry service. For a fairly modest
cost ($20K or so), we build a climate-controlled shed in an
unused portion of the grounds and add half a dozen washers
and dryers. We charge $1.50 per wash and per dry and the
tenants love it because it’s convenient and modestly priced.

So now, where are we?
NOI = $1,540,000
$1,000,000 debt service

Let’s say that the laundry nets us about $1,250 per month.

$540,000 cash flow
Nice! We just bumped up our cash on cash return to 13.5% and
are putting an extra six figures into our pocket this year.
If you aren’t already chomping at the bit to buy an apartment
I’d be surprised! But we can do even more than this.
As it turns out, this property has no laundry facilities. In truth
this would probably never be the case on a 200-unit class B
property, but play along with me.

Here’s where we stand now:
$540,000
$15,000
$5,000

cash flow annually
from laundry income
from vending income

Another way to go here is if the units have washer and dryer
hookups, we can rent a set for $25 or $30 each month. But
let’s stick with the laundry room. Because that gives us
another opportunity for an additional stream of income –
vending machines.
We put a Coke and snack machine in the laundry room and
let’s suppose they net us about $400 or a little bit more each
month. Nothing Earth-shattering, but it adds up, as you’ll see
later on.

Total annual
cash flow:

$560,000

Not a big deal, but we
have now increased our
cash flow return to 14%.

If you get creative, there are many ideas on how to increase income. You can offer
special preferred parking spaces, front door trash pickup and there’s always extra
income from late fees and so on.
For now, though, we’ll just stick with our 3 income streams. Yet you see how even
after owning the property for only a few months we’ve been able to boost our cash
flow by $160,000 per year. That’s fairly impressive and it only gets better.
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D D E P R E C I AT I O N
Now it’s time to talk taxes. One of the biggest and most incredible benefits of real estate investing and apartment investing in
particular are the 3 big tax breaks we get. Not to mention the fact that we’re only paying taxes on the NOI.

The 3 big tax
advantages to
apartments are:

Mortgage interest write off
Building depreciation
Component depreciation also known as cost segregation

Let’s assume a 30% tax bracket. If we didn’t take any
deductions, we’d have to pay 30% of our entire NOI, which
right now stands at $1,560,000. That means that without any
deductions, we’d owe the IRS $468,000.
And what would that leave us?

$1,560,000 - $1,000,000 - $468,000 = $92,000.
Or about 2.3% now you might say, “Well, at least it still cash
flows.”
And you’d be right… except that for such a low return we’d all
rather invest our hard-earned money somewhere else. And
when you stack it up against 14% it’s not so great, is it?
So, let’s take a look at the first deduction which comes from the
interest on our $16,000,000 mortgage.
As you probably know, a loan is structured so that in the
beginning, most of the money you pay is interest. If we
assume that of the $1,000,000 – 80% of that is interest, then
we can take a nice $800,000 deduction on our net income.

$1,560,000 - $800,000 = $760,000.
$760,000 X 30% = $228,000.
And then…

$560,000 - $228,000
= $332,000 annual cash flow.
Now we’re up to an after-tax return of 8.3% on our cash. Much
better, wouldn’t you say?
Oh, but there’s more, so much more!
There’s depreciation.
Depreciation is essentially an
accounting entry wherein you reduce your asset by a
percentage of its value each year and can then write that value
off, thus reducing your tax liability. With real estate like Money
Tree Apartments, there are two kinds of depreciation.

Building depreciation:
You can take the total value of the buildings, not including land, and divide it by 27.5 years (39 years for non-residential commercial
properties) and get a figure that you can use as a write off. Now, you can simply do this basic calculation or you can elect to split
up the depreciation into the building and its components.
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Component depreciation or a cost segregation:
This depreciation is similar except that it applies to all of those
things necessary to the building that aren’t part of the
permanent structure. These items include heating and air
systems, appliances, flooring, windows and doors and so on.
With component depreciation, you can deduct up to 20% of
the value of each item. Now there are several terms for this,
including what’s technically known as a cost segregation
study. It is typically done through a third-party company and it
separates all the real property as mentioned above from the
structure of your building or buildings.
Component depreciation is somewhat deprecated in the tax
law, but it’s easier to say than a cost segregation, so
sometimes these terms are interchangeable and for the
purposes of our discussion, they mean the same thing.
Let’s look at what this would do for us.
Let’s say that of the $20 million value of Money Tree, that $16
million (80%) represents the buildings and $4 million the land.

So, we can write off $581,000 on our NOI
each year in addition to our mortgage
deduction and here’s what we get:

Then after the study is done, it is determined that $2 million
represents the real property or components.

So, here is what our deductions looks like:
Building depreciation annually: approximately $581,000
Component depreciation at 20%: $400,000

In this case the component depreciation amount was
calculated using a very simplistic approach without
considering the different useful life periods that each
component may have, but the idea is to show you how taking
advantage of it can translate into even bigger depreciation
deductions.
But since we are trying to keep everything as simple as
possible in our Money Tree example, we will just go ahead and
take the simple depreciation where we divide $16 million by
27.5 years.

$1,560,000
$800,000
$581,000

NOI
interest deduction
depreciation deductions

Total write off: $1,381,000

So, on paper we are netting $179K in cash flow every year – and at 30% that’s a tax bill of $53,700
Think about that – of the $560,000 cash flow, we pay 10% in taxes and our after-tax return is now 12.6% cash on cash return.
And do you know something else? It could actually be better than that. If our deductions were to be larger than our NOI, we can
carry that loss over to other income – up to $25K – and reduce our tax liability there as well. Believe it or not, that’s actually possible
and happens more than you’d think. (In fact, in our Money Tree example we would have seen this happen if we had accelerated
some of the depreciation through a Cost Segregation Study)
It’s entirely possible to earn hundreds of thousands of dollars each year from a passive apartment investment and actually save
yourself some tax money from your regular job.
It just doesn’t get any better than that, does it?
Oh, it actually does.
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E EQUITY
Now here is where owning a property whose value is based on
its income really comes into play. Because when you alter the
amount of income the property generates, you also alter its
equity and thus its overall resale value.
As you already know, equity is the difference between a
property’s resale value and what’s owed on that property.
Here, equity and appreciation can often become mixed up
together. This is unavoidable because when a property
appreciates, its equity naturally increases.
This is certainly true of single-family homes.
Unlike
apartments, though, single family homes’ values are somewhat
flexible.
Consider that a house is worth what people are willing to pay,
and to most people who are buying a home to live in, a
difference in 5% greater or less than the listing price really
makes very little difference to them. It’s a few dollars a month
and if it gets them into their dream home, so be it.
And with houses, there are only 2 ways that a home owner can
add equity to their property. And of these, only 1 method is
within their direct control. The first is to pay down the
mortgage and the second is to hope that property values rise.
Of course, they can also fall—fall so far that the value of the
house is less than the amount owed on the loan. Think back to
2006 and the next few following years and you’ll remember
how hard this can be.
On the other hand, with commercial multi-family properties like
Money Tree, you can increase your equity in two very solid
ways. The first way is of course to pay down the mortgage.
The second way is to increase the income of the property.

Why is that?
Remember that value is determined by dividing the
NOI by the cap rate. Well, our NOI is now
$1,560,000.

$1,560,000 / 7% = $22,285,714
Think of it – we now have $2.28 million in equity in
this new asset and we’ve only owned the asset for
less than a year.
And if you think about a business plan where the exit
strategy is to sell at the end of year 5, and knowing
that we will be paying down our mortgage by around
1.7% each year, then by the end of 5 years, we’ll owe
close to $14,700,000 on our loan. On the flip side,
we’ve added another $1,300,000 to our property’s
equity.
And that’s assuming we’ve done nothing to improve
the value of the property in all that time – which is
just not reality, as you’ll see in a moment.
So now, based on this simplified example, we’ve got
$3.58 million in equity. If we sold the property at the
end of this 5-year period, we’d have made a 90%
return on our capital investment.
Oh, and let’s not forget the 12.6% per year after tax
cash flow gain. That’s a total of 63% over 5 years.
That’s a grand ROI of 153%!
Not bad, is it? Starting to get the picture?
Well, let me show you how we can blast these
already good numbers into orbit.

Well, you’ve already seen how we’ve done this in the income
section. In fact, would you be surprised to learn that by simply
filling vacancies and adding laundry and vending services that
we’ve actually increased the value of Money Tree apartments
by $2.28 million? Or to put it another way, with little effort, we
forced $2.28 million in equity to our asset?
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A A P P R E C I AT I O N U S I N G VA L U E - A D D P L AY S
Now an income apartment property like Money Tree doesn’t
appreciate the way that homes usually do. Again, our
property’s value is based on its income. However, there are a
few things we can do, what we in the business call value-add
plays to increase the perceived value of the property as well as
improve its financial position.
We’ve already done this by adding laundry and vending
services. These are things that most apartments have and add
to the overall quality of life for our tenants. When we talk about
perceived value, we’re mostly talking about marketing the idea
that our property is a desirable location and that it’s worth
paying market rents or even a bit of a premium for the privilege
of living there.
Suppose, for instance, that Money Tree is 25 or 30 years old.
It’s a good property with nice mature grounds but the units
themselves are lagging behind today’s interior trends. So how
can we boost perceived value?
Let’s suppose we add faux granite countertops, upgrade the
appliances, put in new fixtures and go from shag carpet floors
in the main rooms to vinyl plank flooring.
We can also repave the parking lots, dress up the pool area
and maybe build a new play and picnic area for the residents.
We’ve also got an extra 200 square foot room in the office /
clubhouse that we can turn into a business center with
computers, copiers and printers.
Now when we jack up the rents, as we will, to the residents,
this slight increase is justified. That’s also true for new folks
coming in and seeing all the nice amenities they get to use.
Which leads us into the best value play of all – rental increases.

Maybe it was a little behind the market because of the “Plain
Jane” state we bought it in. Yet now that we’ve made all these
improvements – Let’s say $5K per unit totaling $1M – we’re
justified in both bringing current lease renewals up to the
market level and charging those same rents for new tenants.
Suppose then that we increase rents on every apartment an
average of $100 on years 1 - 2 and then only 3% (roughly $40)
each for the next 3 years.
Never mind that with each increase of $100 we add $228,000
(at 95% occupancy) per year of cash into our pockets. Not a
bad deal, is it?
Let’s look at the big picture and go back to our 5-year exit
strategy. If, at the end of the 5th year, our average rent per unit
is at $1,520, we’re still making the same money from laundry
and vending machines, and our expenses continue to be
around 46% of EGI, here is what our NOI looks like:

$1,900,000.
Our property is now worth $27.15 million when we divide the
new NOI by 7% (We would normally use a higher Cap Rate
when projecting our exit at year 5 to be conservative, but we
are trying to keep it simple with Money Tree, so let’s use the
same Cap Rate we had when we bought the property)
And then if we paid off $1,300,000 on the mortgage, we’re left
with an equity of almost $8.5 million, or a return on investment
of 169% ($8.5 million / $5.02 million) and that’s not counting all
the extra cash we’ve earned. We’re looking at something like
a 200%+ ROI over 5 years!
It’s pretty exciting isn’t it? So, let’s take a look at the last of the
IDEAL advantages to buying an apartment complex.

We can assume, based on what we’ve talked about, that
Money Tree was slightly under performing in terms of rents.
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L LEVERAGE
Here’s one of the greatest things about real estate investing
and especially apartment investing. Unlike almost every other
type of investment, real estate allows you to limit your risk
while taking full advantage of all of the positives.
Think about it – in our example, the bank takes an 80% risk on
the property and we take a 20% risk based on how much
money is invested. Further, the bank is only entitled to its loan
repayment. They don’t participate in income increases, tax
breaks, equity buildup or appreciation.
Yet we the investors, who are only in for 20% of the purchase
price get 100% of the benefits including total control over the
asset.
Can you think of any other investment that gives you that kind
of deal? Who will loan you money to buy stocks or bonds?
Even investing in a business is very hard in terms of getting
financing if you can at all.
You might ask, “Well, Lennon, why not just pay all cash for the
property and really make some scratch?”
I know that on the surface of it, this seems like a better deal.
Yet believe it or not, it’s actually more profitable to leverage a
piece of investment property. There are several reasons for
this, not the least of which is taxes.

Yet we’d also be on the hook for a lot more taxes, too. We
wouldn’t get the mortgage interest deduction. Even before
taxes, we’re starting with 7% cash on cash return.
Then when you figure that we’re paying 30% of the $819K
that’s not covered by the depreciation deductions, we’re
talking $245,700 in taxes or so, leaving us with only
$1,274,000 or 5.7% return.
5.7% is less than half of the 12.6% return we get by leveraging
80% of the property.
Yes, in terms of actual dollars, $1,274,000 is a lot more than
$504K… but in terms of percentages, it is much less, isn’t it?
Leveraging is one of the greatest advantages to buying an
income property because it not only allows you to get a lot
more for a lot less, it actually improves the ROI.
Now that you have some idea of the power and profit potential
of apartments, you may be asking yourself just exactly how and
where do we come up with that $4 million in the first place?
That’s an excellent question, and in the next chapter, we’re
going to explore sources of investment capital, which will then
lead us into exactly how to put it together to multiply our efforts
and our returns.

If we paid $20,000,000 in cash for Money Tree, then we’d get
all of the $1.4 million cash flow – where we started before
making improvements.
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Where does
the
investment
capital come
from?

It’s all fine and good to talk about putting $4 million down on Money Tree Apartments…
yet the big question is… where do those funds come from?
The answer can be complicated and depends on the individual investor or the group
of investors who partner together to make the purchase. In this chapter, we’ll explore
several important points. First, we’ll talk about different types of investors and how the
IRS sees them and the rules that govern their activity. Second, we’ll talk about some
potential sources of capital and how your retirement accounts can be used and can
greatly benefit from apartment investing.
Obviously, it’s easy for somebody with several million dollars in cash to plunk down a
few million and make a purchase like the one we’re talking about. However, most
people don’t have multi-million-dollar savings accounts. Even those who make
substantial incomes may not have access to that much cash all at once.
That’s where Real Estate Syndication comes into play. We’re going to talk in great
detail about syndications in the next chapter. Yet the basic premise, as you already
know, is to pool resources to acquire something out of the financial reach of any one
partner.
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For example, let’s suppose that 10 of us got together and pooled our money and knowledge to buy Money Tree. We could each put
up $400,000 or an equivalent value of expertise and would split the ownership of the property.
All of the percentages we talked about in the last chapter would be the same, only the dollar amounts would change. Instead of 1
person making $740,000 net cash after taxes, 10 people would split it and make $74,000 – yet the 18.5% cash on cash return would
be the same.
Everyone splits the cash flow and the tax benefits and shares in the exit strategy equal to their percentage of participation. And it’s
not always equal. It could look like this:

Investor 1

$600,000 or a 15% share

Investors 2, 3, 4, and 5

$50,000 each or a 1.25% share each

Investors 6 and 7

$800,000 each or a 20% share each

Investor 8

$100,000 or a 2.5% share

Investor 9 and 10

$750,000 each or a 18.75% each

So, a syndicate doesn’t have to be an equal split. People can get involved based on how much they have to contribute. In some
cases, the organizer of the syndication may or may not contribute any cash at all, yet their expertise and their day to day
management of the asset represents their share, although often a smaller share.
However, there are some rules set up by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) that determine who is allowed to
participate in a real estate syndication. And of course, those rules depend on how the syndicate is formed.
It’s all based on the investor classifications. So, let’s take a look at those now…
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SEC investor classes
*Please be aware that the following information provided
below is not legal counsel. Before making any investment
decision, one should consult an appropriate attorney.
I’m sure you’re going to be shocked to learn that the
definitions of some of these classifications are a bit
confusing. I know, I know, it’s almost impossible to imagine
that any government agency wouldn’t be succinct and clear…
What we’re going to deal with here are 3 broad definitions of
investors. I’ve already talked about accredited investors, but
I will again because it relates to how you can participate in a
syndicate to buy apartments. In addition to accredited, there
is also unaccredited and sophisticated.
To begin, let me explain the two basic ways that the SEC
allows us to put together a limited partnership to buy Money
Tree Apartments. You can only ask people to join a limited
partnership as limited partners under two basic conditions.
1

You have a long-standing personal relationship with
them and are not offering securities.

2

You structure the Limited Partnership under the SEC
guidelines for Regulation D - Rule 506 and issue a
private offering of securities to qualifying investors.

But what is a security? Essentially, when any passive investor
participates in a limited partnership where they give control
over their capital to the syndicator and / or operator, they are
in effect buying shares in the company.
When we’re talking about millions of dollars, more often than
not, we’re talking about getting individuals together who may
or may not have a pre-existing relationship. Therefore, we
have to follow certain rules because according to the SEC,
when there is an offering of private securities, or shares, only
certain types of investors are allowed to take part in such a
venture.
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Let’s break down the 3 types of investors now in order to make some sense of this.
Unaccredited investors:
Basically, these are folks who don’t meet the requirements of accreditation. Their income or net worth is below the accredited
investor threshold. I’ll go over those again in a moment.
The long and short of it is, though, that these people are not allowed to take part in an apartment syndicate. Although there are
2 exceptions to this rule.
First, as I mentioned, it could be that people with a personal relationship decide to buy a property together. They’re pooling their
money and taking possession as tenants in common. They’re not offering securities, so the rules don’t apply – this is most
common when purchasing single family homes or small multi-family properties.
Second, a person or company that doesn’t meet the income and net worth requirements can participate as the general partner.

Accredited investor:
There are two ways you can qualify as an accredited investor. The first is that you have a net worth of $1 million or greater, not
counting your personal residence. If you meet this qualification, then your annual income doesn’t matter.
The second way, as mentioned earlier in this guide, is that you as an individual must earn $200,000 or more each year, or
$300,000 if you’re married. Further, you have to have made this much for the past 2 years and must demonstrate a reasonable
expectation that you will make this much or more for the next 2 years.
Accredited investors may participate in any type of investment, including purchasing private securities in the form of partial
ownership of an apartment complex as a limited partner.

Sophisticated investor:
Here’s where things get a little weird. This is a classification that doesn’t necessarily have any fixed definition of net worth or
income.
Sophisticated investors can do what accredited investors can without necessarily having to meet the same income or net worth
requirements. However, this will depend on the type of offering under which the syndication structures the offering.
For example, you could buy into a Money Tree limited partnership even if you don’t make $200,000 but yet you can show that
you’ve made a similar investment in the past. You’re also considered a sophisticated investor if you work in the securities
industry, have been or are a director of a business and can show a variety of investments in the past.
It’s a bit confusing, isn’t it? That’s why we generally only deal in the accredited investor category when putting together a
syndicate.
That’s great, you might say, but where do we get the capital to invest?
Well, let’s take a look at some ways you can do this…
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Cash, equity and retirement accounts
Obviously, if you’ve got a large amount of cash in the bank,
you’re in good shape. While the exact amount needed to
invest isn’t set in stone, each syndicator may have their own
guidelines as to the minimum requirement to become a
limited partner.
The best syndicates are those with the fewest number of
limited partners, of course. Again, the actual number of
participants varies widely with different syndicators. Most
syndicators that I know, including myself would readily admit
that we’d rather not have 200 people to put in $20,000 if we
can help it. It just muddies the waters and makes things more
confusing. Also, most accredited investors can pull together
more than that, and we try to limit the participation so that
everyone gets a decent share.
So, we might say that an investment of $200K is required.
Again, this is pretty arbitrary and different syndicators have
different rules they’ve set up for themselves. Yet, a typical
minimum investment amount is between $50K and $100K.
At any rate, aside from cash, you can certainly find capital from
other equity you own that can be liquidated. You might
convert stocks or bonds to cash, borrow equity from property
and so on.
Of course, in the case of selling off other assets, you may incur
a capital gains tax. That may be worth it, but there’s a nice
work around if you have it.

Self-directed IRA’s and 401K:
If you have set up an SDIRA or similar retirement account, and
you have control over where the funds in that account are
invested, then you’ll be pleased to learn that the IRS allows
you to invest those funds into income generating real estate.
While even a high paid professional who makes $200K a year
might not have hundreds of thousands in cash sitting around –
it’s not unreasonable to think that they might have a few
hundred thousand in a retirement account… in fact, that’s
probably why you might not have $200K in cash.
Let’s expand on our example from chapter 1. You make
$200K. Let’s say that you’re 40 years old and have an SDIRA
with $400K in it. Let’s also say that it’s currently invested in
some kind of mutual fund and doing well… for a mutual fund,
that is. Perhaps you’re earning 6% annually.
Yet imagine if you could take half of that $400K and let it earn
18.5% annually?
These are fictional examples. I’m in no way promising that if
you were to invest in a real estate syndication that you’re
guaranteed a 18.5% cash on cash return. It could happen, and
yet to be conservative, 8% - 12% average returns are not
uncommon.
So, you might say, well, I’m already getting close to that in my
SDIRA now, so why go through all the hassle for a few points?
Several reasons, actually.
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#1

First, your current account is all invested into something over which you have no control. Further, it’s dependent on
the market cycles. So, while in 2018 the stock market is doing great, who’s to say that’s going to continue for the
next 5 years? In fact, I’d say that the market has to come down or even drop significantly.
What goes up must come down, and if you remember back in 2008, we had a major crash. The economy was going
great for a while and then… boom! The stock market lost half its value in a single day.
So, what happens then? If you have $400K in the stock market and it plummets by 50% you lose $200,000.
Now, you might say that this is a long-term investment and that what goes down must come up again. Okay,
granted. You’ll probably recover that lost $200K in a few years. But that’s several years where you didn’t gain.
On the other hand, if you had $200K earning you 19% per year over the next 5 years, you’d end up with $385K back
into the SDIRA. So even if the market crashed, you’d still have $385K in the account rather than only $200K.

#2

And then there’s reason #2…
After 5 years, your initial investment would have grown by about 200% remember? So, your original $200K is now
$400K.
Depending on the exit strategy we use, you could put all that money back into your SDIRA or move it into another
property without incurring a tax consequence. This is the difference between parking your money and actively
moving it to generate more wealth that grows faster and can more easily and effectively be preserved.

How to use your retirement account to invest
I won’t bog you down with every nitty gritty detail now, yet I
think a brief overview of how you use retirement accounts to
invest in real estate might help you decide as to how you
might like to proceed.
When you have a self-directed retirement account, such as an
SDIRA, for example, you’re allowed to invest in a variety of
things including real estate. However, there are some
guidelines that must be followed. For one thing, you can’t
invest directly. You have to use what’s known as a custodian.
A custodian simply operates on your behalf and handles the
transaction as well as the distribution of funds both from and
into the retirement account. Should you invest in a syndicate,
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your custodian would manage the transaction for you as a
legal intermediary.
It’s actually quite simple, really. You tell your custodian that
you want to invest X dollars from your account into syndicate
Y and they execute the paperwork on your behalf. They
transfer the funds into the syndicate and then receive all
income and profits and make sure they go back into the
retirement account.
I think you have a pretty good idea of why apartments are
incredible and how effective it is to invest in them. So, I think
it’s time to talk about the syndicate and how it actually works.
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Apartment
syndications
from A to Z

Here is where things really come together. This is the very core of this book and will
hopefully round out the complete picture of how and why commercial multi-family
syndications offer enormous opportunities for the passive investor.
Remember that the whole point of this guide, and indeed the whole point of investing
in apartments is to create, preserve and grow a wealth. Even further, we want a tax
advantaged stream of passive income, too.
Why not?
So, before I get into the nitty gritty of syndications, I think it might be a good idea to do
a direct comparison between real estate syndicates and real estate investment trusts
or REITs.
While syndicates may be a new or somewhat unknown concept to you, you have
probably at least heard of REITs. They both produce passive income and both have
their own set of advantages and disadvantages. Personally, I prefer syndications for a
variety of reasons. In order to make that clear, let’s discuss REITs.
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Real estate investment trusts
A REIT is essentially a trust that purchases investment
property and holds it under one company and then distributes
income dividends to shareholders. Usually REITs hold
multiple properties, often in a similar class but not necessarily.
A REIT may own an apartment complex, a retail property, an
office building and a marina. It could also simply own multiple
properties of the same type as well. Most good REITs do this,
keeping their investment activities confined to specific
categories.
REITs commonly come in two flavors – publicly and privately
traded. Publicly traded REITs are traded on the stock market
and sell shares just like stocks. This makes it easy for
investors to get in and out. Private REITs offer shares that are
sold directly to investors from the company itself.
Perhaps the biggest advantage to investing in REITs is that
there is no SEC qualification. Anybody can invest in a REIT.
Also, the shares are smaller making it easier for folks with less
capital to get involved. On average, at least according to
market trends as of this writing, quality REITs are returning
about 10%.
Not bad, really. A 10% passive return is a lot better than most
mutual funds give you.
Yet there are several disadvantages to this type of investment,
too. And to my way of thinking these are glaring issues that
keep me away from REITs.
For one, you have no control or say in how the REIT is run. You
are, in the truest sense of the word, a totally passive investor.
The REIT does what it does and pays you what it earns.
Further, unlike syndicates, there is generally no direct access
to those managing the trust and making decisions on how
they invest your money. Should things take a turn for the
worse, you can’t just pick up the phone and call the
management team for an explanation.
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That’s not the end of the world as long as you look at it as an
advanced savings plan like a 401K. Yet in my opinion, you
shouldn’t dedicate more than 5 to maybe 10 percent of your
investment portfolio here. I say that because this guide is
meant for the more sophisticated and advanced investor.
Another disadvantage is that while you can participate in
depreciation from the REIT, the dividends that are paid to you
are treated as regular earned income – at your current
maximum tax bracket. Also, in the long term, the depreciation
benefit you receive can eventually be treated as a capital
gain.

Consider this scenario:
You earn $200,000 just as we stated back in
chapter 1. Your max tax rate is sitting at 32% you
find a solid REIT selling shares at $1,000 each and
paying out a strong 10% return.

You buy 200 shares. So,
here’s what your return
looks like:
Annual gross
dividends

Depreciation benefit
Net taxable income
from the REIT

$20,000
30%
$14,000
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Remember, this $14K is regular income. That means you have
to pay income tax of 32% and Medicare tax of 2.9% - the social
security limit has already been passed at least. So, let’s see
where that leaves you:

Income tax paid

: $4,480

Medicare tax paid

: $406

Net income after taxes

: $15,114

Actual after-tax ROI

: 7.5%

Not so great. Not terrible – it’s still more than 7 times what your
savings account gives you and at least twice the average rate
of return of a “safe” mutual fund.
Yet when we look back at the returns that Money Tree
Apartments gives you… it’s way less than half!
I don’t’ know about you, but I’m still excited about multifamily
syndications. So, let’s take a look at how real estate syndicates
work…

How syndicates work
I’ve already explained this a bit, but let me go over the basics
again.
A real estate syndication is when two or more accredited or
sophisticated investors pool their resources to form a limited
partnership to purchase and hold an income property. The
syndicate is formed under Regulation D of the SEC guidelines
and typically takes the form of either a 506(b) or 506(c) private
offering.
What this means is that the syndicator forms a company that
sells private shares. The SEC requires that certain documents
and guidelines be created and followed. These are all
outlined in the 506 private placement memoranda.
Only certain types of investors may invest in a syndicate, as
I’ve talked about earlier. Syndicates take the form of 506(b) or
506(c) ruled operations, both of which are very similar but do
have slightly different rules governing each.
A 506(b) private offering is one that you cannot advertise.
Everyone involved must be people with whom you have a
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pre-existing relationship. Also, in a 506(b) syndicate, at least 1
partner must be an accredited investor and you can also have
up to 35 sophisticated investors as well.
In a 506(c) syndicate, you can publicly advertise your offering.
However, everyone must be an accredited investor and you
have to go through some diligence to prove this. On the other
hand, a 506(b) only requires you to have the investor fill in a
questionnaire that states their qualifications as an accredited
investor.
Your offering, regardless of whether it’s a (b) or (c), spells out
everything that the investors need to know.
These
documents include all prospective and current information on
the property, the private placement memorandum (PPM),
subscription agreement, and all legal information on the
entities as well as a limited partnership agreement.
Now that you have some idea of what a syndicate actually is
on paper, let’s take a look at who is involved and who is
responsible for what in terms of the syndicate and the deal.
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Who Does What in a Syndicate?
A syndicate, aside from being governed by rule 506 of SEC
regulation D, is typically formed under a limited partnership. It
can also be established as a limited liability company.
A limited partnership has two components – the general
partners and the limited partners (on an LLC the general
partners are called managers, and the limited partners are
called members). Any of these can be an individual or a
corporation yet each side, the GP and LP side, has very
different responsibilities and requirements as well as
limitations.
To explain that, let me quickly explain the 2 basic things that
a syndicate needs to function:
A Sponsor or Syndicator (also known as Operator), the
leader and promoter of the syndication
Investors, the individuals providing the capital
Many times, the Sponsor is more like a group of people or
companies working together where each one brings

something of value to the table i.e. capital, experience, a large
balance sheet, other. In those cases, it’s easier to see the
Sponsor as the Lead Syndicator, and the rest of the members
of the group as Co-syndicators. In fact, at BLD Capital Group
we find value in both being the Sponsor as well as in being
Co-syndicators.
Rather than simply finding each deal ourselves, we’ve
established several long-term relationships with highly
successful sponsors in strong markets. What this does is allow
us as an investment group to use the experience and skills of
more than one multifamily operator so that we have a greater
number of investment options open to us and our investors.
This isn’t to say that we’ll never act as the Sponsor, of course.
Just that we have a greater range of options and can move
faster on the truly good deals across the country.
To get back to who is in charge of what, let’s start with the
sponsor.

Sponsor/Syndicator:
This person or entity is the general partner and responsible
for identifying the investment opportunity, leading the
acquisition process, and managing the real estate (typically
through a third-party property management company). The
sponsor manages the syndicate, communicates with the
limited partners, making sure all legal requirements are met
and funds distributed.

The sponsor is in charge of the asset management. They
need to oversee the operations of the property and are
responsible for keeping expenses low and profits high. The
sponsor implements the value-add strategies and makes sure
to improve the rent returns and that the asset is both
profitable and grows in value.

Limited partners:
These would be you, supposing that you’re a passive investor
seeking to create, preserve and grow passive wealth. Your
only responsibility is to contribute capital to the acquisition
and collect your returns.

It is one reason we like to minimize the number of limited
partners in each of our deals, though. Because we feel that
every passive investor who partners with us should have their
say, at least to a degree, and the fewer voices the better.

It’s not that you have no say, it’s just that you don’t have to
trouble with the daily operations of the business itself. You’re
also protected from risk because your risk is limited only to
the percentage of capital you contribute.

Of course, when it comes to the property itself and the
business plan, it’s best to leave the execution up to the
experts. A well-seasoned operator who has a track record of
success.
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Picking your operator
The operator is, to put it simply, the expert on buying and managing apartment properties. They know how to analyze a deal, read
the market, follow the trends and keep the property profitable and valuable.
Like anything else when money is concerned, it’s important that those who use it should be able to demonstrate that they know
how. This is one reason we take great pains in choosing our operating partners wisely.

The 3 pillars of a great investment
There’s something I’d like to go over very quickly, and I think this is a good place to talk about it. In apartment investing, there are
3 pillars that determine how an investment should be acquired and it’s important that any syndicator with whom you work follows
these 3 simple but critical rules.
[Many people tend to think that real estate is all about location, location, location. To some extent, they are not wrong. However, as
Joe Fairless explains in his article “The Three Immutable Laws of Real Estate Investing”, these three pillars which I am about to
explain allow anyone to be successful in real estate.]

Pillar #1
Always buy with cash flow as
your goal:
I know that this might seem a bit redundant, yet I haven’t
exactly pushed this point yet. There’s an old saying, and I
think it might have been Carleton Sheets who said it, that
money is made in real estate when you buy, not when you sell.
That is to say that when the closing papers are signed, there is
a certain knowledge of the income that’s going to come to
you. yes, you might make money down the road when you
sell, yet that’s not a certainty.
In our case, of course, we’re talking about buying income
property so this pillar is an easy one to follow. Markets rise
and fall and things happen in the future that we can’t predict.
Yet what we know for sure is that when we buy Money Tree
Apartments, we are buying a cash flowing property. We also
know that we can make value add plays to increase that cash
flow as well as our equity.
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Pillar #2
Acquire long term debt with at
least a 20% down payment:
We know the power of leverage already. Yet there’s also a
danger with leverage if we’re not careful. Thankfully, many
lenders require an adequate amount of money down.
However, some will take less, even as low as 10% and there is
a bit of a risk there.
Essentially, if the market fluctuates and rents decrease, which
is possible although remote, the closer your NOI is to your
debt service the more risk you run of not being able to make
that payment. Suppose you’ve leveraged a property for 90%
and have to lower rents by 10% because of a major economic
swing or expenses rise. It could be that your cash flow no
longer covers the debt and the bank could seize the property.
On the other hand, as we’ve been talking about, with 20%
down or more in addition to securing a loan that has a longer
term than you expect to hold the property, this is a very
improbable risk. Even in a major economic upheaval, we can
weather the temporary storm.
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Pillar #3
Always raise additional capital for
cap ex and reserves:
We haven’t talked a lot about reserves. We’ve been using
pretty easy numbers thus far - $4 million down on a $20 million
property. Yet in truth, we’d probably raise an extra 15 - 30
percent in cash for reserves and capital expenditures on top of
the down payment depending on the business plan.
Actually, remember the $1M that we spent on the value-add
program? The one that, through interior and exterior
improvements allowed us to increase our rents from $1,200 up
to $1,400 per month in the first couple years? Well, we actually
would have had to raise all that money up front. You never
want to find yourself in a position where you are eating into
your cash-flow in order to be able to implement your business
plan.
Cash reserves are just that – money set aside for emergencies
and typically required by the lender. Essentially, we don’t want
to get caught with our pants down should some strange thing
occur like a sewage line breaking or storm damage, etc. you
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just never know, so a smart operator knows that having
healthy cash reserves set aside can save the day and help us
avoid rough waters.
Think about all of the things we’ve gone over so far about
Money Tree Apartments. The income, depreciation, equity,
appreciation and leverage benefits, for example.
Our
operating partners know this stuff inside out and can
demonstrate with real world examples how they’ve made
many good deals. I think this is critically important – if
someone claims that they can do something then they should
be able to prove it, am I right?
Now that you know a bit about how a real estate syndication is
structured, let’s go back to talking about the fun stuff – buying
apartments and raking in the returns. Next, we’ll focus on how
to find the really good deals and what to look for to make sure
that they’re better than we even think they are.
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Finding the
best deals

So where do these awesome properties live anyway? Where can we find a deal like
Money Tree Apartments and how do we make sure that it’s going to perform as we
expect?
These are important questions and, in this chapter, we’re going to explore the three
main components of finding the good apartment deals:

Trends

Markets

Analysis

Investing in quality multi-family properties isn’t just about knowing why they’re IDEAL.
It’s about the big picture as well. While it’s true that apartments are virtually recession
proof and a great hedge for inflation, our understanding of the big things that affect
economies both local and national allows us to stay ahead of the game.
When we’ve got our finger on several important pulses, we know a great deal when
we find one, we know a hidden gem when we come across it and we can see some
rough weather ahead and adjust our course accordingly. It’s my belief that generally
speaking there’s never a bad time to buy an apartment complex, yet we certainly don’t
want to get what seems like a good deal only to find out the local economy is on the
verge of collapse.
So, let’s get into the three main areas we need to understand before making a buying
decision.
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Watching and Riding The Trends
When we talk trends, we’re really talking about a very broad
range of things. There are real estate market trends, naturally.
We want to keep a tight grip on these and understand how
they are affecting the different asset classes within real estate.
There are stock market trends, precious metal value
fluctuations, global, national and state-wide economic trends
and even cryptocurrency trends, too. Employment and local
development and politics can be a factor as you might
imagine. We’ll talk more about that in the market section
below.
Now I’m not saying you have to be an expert trends reader in
every category there is. That’s pretty much a full-time job and
I don’t know about you, but it’s not one I want.
Yet it’s always a good idea to keep an eye on some things.
Chief among these would be housing and stock trends.
It’s pretty obvious that if we’re in an upward trending real
estate market such as we are now that renting is going to be a
great idea. It gets harder and harder for the demographics of
people who rent to buy homes and therefore they need to
rent. Pretty simple on the surface of things.
Yet what happens when the housing market tumbles? It would
seem to mean the opposite, right? It’s easier to buy a home
because they’re suddenly cheaper so less people want to
rent.
Well, that may be the case at times, yet remember what
happened in the big boom and bust of 2004-2008. Home
prices shot through the roof. People who shouldn’t have been
able to get a $125K loan were getting $325K loans… and then
the bottom dropped out.

Sounds like a great time for renters to move out of the
apartment and into their own slice of the good old American
dream, right?
Well that’s not what happened, at least not for a while.
Because now the banks decided that maybe they should be a
lot more diligent in their qualification process. Now it took
more than a pulse and a grin to get a mortgage.
In fact, they got very strict and made it harder for everyone,
even folks with strong incomes and money in the bank.
Suddenly, in 2010, you needed 20% down and a 750-credit
score just to be let in the door.
So, understanding real estate trends is more than just buy low
and sell high, or the opposite as a renter.
Another trend that effects real estate and vice versa is the
stock market. Most people use the Dow Jones, the NASDAQ
and the S&P500 as their bench marks for economic stability.
When we’re in a bull market – it’s going up – everybody is
happy. When it becomes a down trending bear market,
everybody gets nervous. Especially if it drops by 50% like the
fall of 2008.
Usually, though, when the stock market is high, real estate is
also going up. A strong upward market means business is
doing well, people are employed and there’s more money to
go around. On the other hand, when the stock market drops,
home prices tend to go lower as well.
Studying trends is simply keeping an eye on the currents and
seeing how they affect you. If you understand and accept that
markets go up and down like waves in the ocean, then you can
predict them to a degree and get more comfortable with riding
them out if you have the right strategies in place.

All of a sudden, homes that in 2005 were going for $400,000
were now begging for a short sale at $150,000 in 2009.
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Picking a Market
This is a bit more specific. When choosing an area in which to
buy, there are a variety of indicators to look at that tell you not
just how things stand today, you can also read how they might
go tomorrow.
So, what should you look at before deciding to buy in any
particular market? Well, assuming we’re not using a seasoned
local operator, which of course we always do, there are some
things to look at and a general rule of thumb to help guide you.
Think about what your average renter wants and needs.
Let’s create a fictional renter persona. We’ll use him as our
litmus test for any market we’re looking into.
He’s 28, married and has a 5-year-old and a 2-year-old. His
wife is a school teacher making $31,000 per year and he’s an
electrician making $36,000 per year. We’ll call him Max
Power.
Clever, isn’t it?
So, Max and his wife earn a total gross income of $67,000 and
$7,000 in a savings account. Pretty good, and should be
enough to get a mortgage, wouldn’t you think? Yet in late
summer of 2018, an average home in Orlando where the
Powers live is going for $280,000.
An average home being a 3-bed/2-bath place of about 1,600
square feet. Max and his wife would just about qualify, yet
they’ve got 2 kids, 2 cars, some credit card debt, student loans
and all that good stuff.
They just can’t afford it. And anything smaller is either in so-so
shape or just not big enough. Plus, they’d need $14,000 as a
down payment with most banks and they have less than half of
that.
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So, these folks need to rent a 3-bed apartment. Even at $1,100
or $1,300 per month, they can afford it and all they need is a
few hundred to get in.
Yet what’s important for Max and his family? What is it they
want and where do they want to live in order to be happy and
successful?

Here are some of the factors that Max would consider
if he was moving into Orlando or even into any
particular section of this large metro area:
Current and future job trends
The education system both for his wife and his kids
Local economics and growth trends that might help
him make more money
School ratings
Proximity to local attractions
Area crime rates

As a potential owner of the apartment complex that Max might
move into, you’ll want to track these things too.
Thankfully, with the convenience of the internet, virtually
unlimited statistical data is available right at your fingertips.
So, when you’re analyzing a market in which to purchase, you
can quickly develop a history and theoretical future of that
market.
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For instance, you’ll want to examine migration patterns and statistics for your area. What’s the overall trend of people moving in
and moving out over the past few years? Does the area have a lot of snowbirds? Are there colleges or universities nearby that pull
in new students every year? Do many people retire to the area? What is the percentage of immigrants that move into the market?
Connected with this is the local job market. What is the past, current and future state of the local commercial and industrial base,
for example? Are there jobs and is their job stability as well as growth? These factors are tied very closely with migration patterns.
I could really go into excruciating detail here and probably write several chapters on this subject alone, yet I think you get the
picture.

The property itself
Before we talk about analyzing a property, I want to share a bit with you on what types we look at when we invest at BLD Capital
Group. Essentially, we take all the factors we’ve mentioned so far into account and look for class B apartments with stabilized
incomes consisting of 100 units or more. We also would like to find such properties with potential value-add plays that we can
harness right away.
Commercial multi-family properties are classified as A, B, C and D. A being the top and D being the slums, basically. Even among
these categories you can sub-divide them into 3 levels – upper, middle and lower.
So, for example, a lower-class A might be just about on par with an upper-class B and so forth.
We like class B properties because they represent the most common and the best average. Not so overpriced and fancy that they
push out most people due to high rents and not so low-cost that they invite unsavory elements and activities. This is a good rule
of thumb for most rental approaches.
Stay away from the ultra-high-priced properties because the people who can afford them are fewer and it’s far easier for them to
buy on their own. Conversely, you don’t want to work in the war zones and deal with low rents that come with drugs, prostitution,
vandalism and even gang activity.
We’re looking for good solid properties that people like Max and his family can afford and would want to rent from us.
Okay, so let’s take a look at analyzing a deal. Let’s assume that we find Money Tree and we want to see if it’s the right place for us
into which we’ll put our money and efforts.
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Analyzing apartment properties
Let’s assume that we’re very confident that Money Tree
Apartments is in a solid market and we definitely want it. Now
what we’ve got to do is figure out if the $20 million the seller is
asking is a good price and if it’s going to be profitable for us.

I’ll even go further than this. When buying a property, there’s a
pre-offer analysis and a post-offer analysis. Both of these
count, yet you’ll find that the information you inspect after you
make the offer is far more in depth.

When analyzing an apartment deal, putting the big picture
stuff we’ve already discussed above aside, there are 3 main
areas we need to inspect:

That’s because as part of the due diligence process – that’s
the post-offer inspection of the property – you’re going to
have far greater access to privileged information. You’re also
going to have new inspections done at your own expense.

The financials of the property
The environment of the property

So, we’re going to take a quick look at the 3 core areas of
analysis from both before and after you make your offer.

The physical structure of the property

The financials:
I saved this for last because it’s the most obvious and
important. We certainly need to verify that if the property is
selling at $20 million at a 7% cap rate that it does indeed
currently have a $1.4 million NOI.

What you’ll certainly want and should demand post-offer is the
property’s tax returns for the past 2 years at a minimum. In
particular, the schedule E forms that outline the income and
expenses.

You may or may not get everything you want before you make
an offer but that’s okay. You stipulate that all financial
documents must be shown and must match the information
you have in order for the deal to go through.

If everything matches up, then you’re clear to go forward and
purchase Money Tree Apartments.

Most properties for sale should be able to provide you with a
complete rent roll as well as current and accurate income and
expenses reports. No matter what, you have to base your
decision on these figures. If the owner says that he’s fiddled
around with things just to make it look good… or if he’s done
this without telling you… you’ll have to verify it.
It could be that the expenses are actually a little higher than
listed. You can verify some of this by speaking with the
venders – the property manager, electric company,
accountants, etc.
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Then you’re off! You can make improvements, raise rents and
do all the other things that create, preserve and grow your
wealth.
Since I’ve already gone over these topics in the I.D.E.A.L.
portion of the apartment’s chapter, I think we should skip
ahead and talk now about exit strategies and how to move
from Money Tree on to even bigger and more profitable deals.
In the next chapter, we’ll talk about how to get your initial
investment back and how to move it into large properties
without incurring even a single penny of capital gains tax!
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The environment:
You’ll probably get very little useful information pre-offer on
the actual environmental condition of the property. You can
give it a cursory visual inspection, of course. You’ll also
probably be able to read an outdated document known as a
phase 1 environmental inspection.
This is something that you’ll have done after you make an
offer. So, the current phase 1 that the seller shows you is
probably years old. It’ll give you some information, yet your

new phase 1 which looks at ground and water samples,
determines nearby environmental issues if any; this is what
your bank wants.
Obviously, you want a clean bill of health for the property. The
last thing you need is to buy a place and then find out that
there’s a leaking sewage line that’s poisoning your grounds.
This is a fairly simple inspection and like all of the inspections
you do, gives you an out of the contract if you aren’t satisfied.

The physical property:
Here you can actually do quite a lot before you even tender
your letter of intent. Aside from walking the property and
seeing things for yourself, it’s not uncommon to get permission
from the seller to inspect each unit.
That sounds like a big job, doesn’t it? Physically inspecting
200 units. Well, I’ve heard of investors that get creative and
request permission from the seller to send a letter to every
tenant with a short questionnaire. That allows them to have the
tenants tell them about the condition of their units.
After you put a contract on Money Tree, you’ll want a more
thorough inspection done. You’ll hire a building inspector as
well as an appraiser. You’ll probably want a termite inspection
done as well.
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You’re looking for any defects or deferred maintenance issues
that either make you decide to pass or give you some
negotiating power.
For example, suppose you find some damage that needs
fixing to the tune of $300,000. You can go to the seller and
suggest that either they lower the selling price or have these
items fixed before you take possession. Every large property
will have some issues, that’s only to be expected. Sometimes
this can really work in your favor both now and in the future. Of
course, you really never want to be that guy that offers a
higher price for the property to get the deal awarded to you,
and then intentionally going into due diligence stage with the
idea of finding something wrong with the property that will
allow you to re-trade.
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Moving on to
bigger and
better
investments

We’ve covered a lot of ground so far in this guide. By now, you should have a pretty
good idea of how a real estate syndication works and why they are a great strategy
to use to buy apartment properties. You’ve seen the income and tax potential as well
as the equity potential of owning a property for a few years.
Yet we need to talk about exiting. As any good investor knows, especially the
passive investor, all good investments should have a way to get back the initial seed
money so that it can be moved into yet another asset to create more passive income.
In a perfect world, you should either be able to move what you’ve built into something larger or extract your seed money while still keeping the asset itself.
Of course, you can actually do both. You’ll also want to do these things in a tax
advantaged way if possible.
Like all good things, there’s always a catch. And when it comes to depreciation of a
property like Money Tree, there’s a tax catch that we’d like to avoid.
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Recapture income:
You see, all of this depreciation stuff is great, but it’s not a
completely free lunch. The IRS looks at it more like a
temporary interest free loan that you need to partially pay
back when you sell the property. They allow us to take
deductions in the beginning of owning a property in order to
let us get on our feet, stabilize a property and so on.

the difference between your net selling price and your
depreciated basis.

Yet, here is the catch. If you sell for a profit you will have to pay
depreciation recapture taxes (25%) on all of your accumulated
depreciation. If you sell for a loss, you will pay recapture tax on

So, let’s take a look at several exit strategies and how they
affect our investment…

Thankfully, though, there’s a way around this. There’re
actually several ways around it. Or of course we can just pay
it back and forget it.

Selling the property
The most obvious and simplest way to exit out of Money Tree
Apartments is just to sell it. If you recall from the chapter on
apartments, we left Money Tree with an NOI of $1,900,000 at
the end of year 5 with a value of $27.15 million at a 7 cap.
So here is where we stand (and remember, this is an
oversimplified example where we are not taking into
consideration all the transactional costs involved in the
purchase and sale of commercial real estate):

Selling Price
Accumulated
Depreciation
Net Adjusted Basis

(Purchase price + improvements - depreciation)

$27.15M
$3M
$18M

Since we sold for a profit we will have to pay depreciation
recapture taxes on all of the accumulated depreciation. That
will be $750K ($3M x 25%) in recapture tax.
Leaving us to pay capital gain tax on the remaining $6.15M.
Since we’ve owned the property for longer than 1 year, we’ll
assume we owe a capital gains tax of 15% or $922,500.
Which leaves us with a total tax bill of little under $1.7M and
after accounting for our $5M investment we are looking at a
total profit of $2.45M. We split that up between the partners
and everybody goes away with some extra cash in their
pockets. All fine and good, not great considering what we had
to pay, but an after-tax profit of nearly $2.5 million isn’t
anything to cry over, either!
Yet we no longer have that stream of income. Perhaps there’s
a different way to get our money back…

If we subtract our net adjusted basis from our purchase
price we are left with a taxable capital gain of $9.15M.
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Refinancing
Many commercial multi-family loans have an amortization of
25 - 30 years but come with a 5 - 12 years balloon. So, no
matter what, we want to eventually get out of the current loan.
That’s done by exiting in any of the options we’re discussing in
this chapter.
Yet what about keeping it simple? Let’s suppose we want to
get our initial investment capital out, or most of it anyway, and
still keep the property. Can we do that?
Well, most lenders want a property to be performing at a 1.25%

We want to get a new loan for $19 million.
We need that to be no more than 80% of
the value of the property and we also
need the NOI to be 1.25 times higher than
the annual payment.
80% of $27.14 million is $21.7 million… so
our $19 million new loan is well below this
line.
A loan of $19 million has an annual
payment of something like $1.2 million…
which is quite a bit lower than the current
NOI. So, it looks like we’re in good shape,
doesn’t it?
So, we can refinance Money Tree, get the
majority of our seed capital out, and still
own the property. Not bad, when you
think about it.
Of course, we continue to take the
building depreciation of about $581,000.
Yet we’re also able to take the mortgage
interest deduction, which we’ll say is
about $1 million annually.
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debt service ratio or DSCR. So, in other words, the loan should
represent about 75 to 80 percent of the total gross income.
So, what if we tried to refinance the property to get a few extra
million out? Let’s take a look at our current numbers at the end
of year 5…

NOI: $1.9 million
Current loan: $14.7 million
Current payment: $1 million

So, here’s where we are tax wise:
$1,900,000 NOI
$581,000 building depreciation deduction
$1,000,000 mortgage interest deduction
$1,581,000 total deductions

Our taxable income is:
$1,900,000 - $1,581,000 = $320,000. (rounded down)
And if we figure a 30% tax rate, we owe $96,000. This leaves us with an
actual after-tax income of $224,000.
Look at that – if we use our initial $5 million ($4M for down payment and $1M
for improvements a.k.a. cap ex), we’re now getting 4.5% cash on cash return,
right?
Wrong!
Because we got $4.3 million of our $5 million back. This cash flow is now an
amazing 32% cash-on-cash return. And it’s still passive income and we’ll be
able to boost it for the next 5 years just like we have so far.
Pretty impressive, right?
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If you look at these first two examples, you have a choice
between collecting rents for a while and then getting your
share of $2.5 million in equity profit, or getting most of your
initial money back and continuing to share in future rents. In
either case, it’s a pretty good deal.
However, there’s a third option and in my opinion, one of the
best because it allows us to do both, even though we’ll have to
wait a little bit longer to refinance.

Yet it’s entirely possible to take all the equity we’ve built in
Money Tree over the last 5 years and move it to a larger and
more profitable property. Not only do we pay no capital gains
tax, we also avoid the whole recapture issue entirely.
It’s called a 1031 exchange and it’s truly the ultimate tool in both
preserving as well as growing your capital and truly build
wealth for generations to come!

How to exchange and become even more wealthy
without paying any taxes
The IRS has a section known as 1031 which offers several
options for real estate investors to move from one property to
another without incurring any kind of tax penalties.
There are several ways to do this, yet the most effective was
created back in the 1970’s led by a man named Richard
Starker.
Up until then, it was difficult to exchange because the
exchange had to happen almost immediately. An exchange
works like this:
You sell property A and then take the profits from the equity
and use them as a down payment to purchase property B. You
can actually involve more than 1 property as well, but we’ll
keep it simple for now.
If property B is selling at a higher price than what property A
sold for, then you’re in good shape. If property B is smaller,
you’ll owe taxes on any overage.
So what kinds of properties can be exchanged? The IRS says
that we have to exchange like properties. Of course, these are
pretty broad rules.
Like property exchanges can be your apartment complex for
mine, or my apartment complex for your office building or even
my rental house for your farm.
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But the problem before Mr. Starker came along was that you
really had to have all your ducks in a row and make things
happen almost simultaneously. So, he proposed a new form of
exchanging known as the A-B delayed exchange, which is still
referred to colloquially as the “Starker Exchange”.
So, what’s the difference?
Well now, thanks to Mr. Starker and his efforts, we investors
have a pretty good amount of time to make the exchange
work. Here are the basic rules of a Starker exchange:
1

You sell your current property – property A.

2

All proceeds are transferred to a registered exchange
intermediary.

3

You have 45 days to identify your next property –
property B.

4

You put a contract on property B and you then have 180
days to close.

5

At the closing, all funds from property A are transferred
to the sellers of property B.
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This gives us a tremendous advantage in exchanging. And
you might be right by thinking 45 days doesn’t sound like very
long to find your next property, but if you plan for it then you
should be able to do it. And that’s assuming we haven’t
already done so before the sale of property A – in this case,
Money Tree Apartments.
Now once we put a contract on the next property - for the
purposes of discussion let’s call it Diamond Acres – we have 6
months to complete the due diligence process. That’s 2 or 3
times as long as it usually takes, so we’re in really good shape
there.
In order to make this a bit more understandable and to
illustrate the benefits, let’s take a look at selling Money Tree
and buying Diamond Acres. Here’s a quick refresher of where
we stand:
Money Tree sells for $27.15 million
We have $7.5 million in clear equity upon the sale

So how big a property is Diamond Acres? Well, if Money Tree
at $20 million was 200 units, then let’s figure that Diamond
Acres is 300 units. A Biggy!

So, here’s what we’re looking at:
Purchase price of $30 million at a 7 cap
$7.5 million down
A $22.5 million loan
A $2.1 million NOI
An annual loan payment of $1.45 million
The loan may not be quite that high, but that leaves us with a
nice pre-tax cash flow of $600k+. I like example numbers to
be nice and neat… that way my head doesn’t explode while
figuring all these numbers out!
So now let’s figure out our deductions and actual after-tax
cash on cash return, shall we?
Mortgage interest

We’re going to use the same parameters for Diamond Acres
that we did for Money Tree except this time we will use lower
leverage. So, we’ll assume a 7% cap rate, just like before.
We’re also going to move 100% of our equity, and if we figure
on a 25% down payment and an 75% loan, that means we can
get a property of about $30 million with an NOI of $2.1 million.

Hmm… isn’t that interesting? Our deductions are greater than
our NOI. So not only do we not pay any taxes on this income,
we can also claim a $25,000 loss on other income for every
partner, depending on how much they put in and if there’s
enough overage to go around.
What’s nice about this property is that we’re getting both cash
flow and phantom income by getting a tax write off on other
earned income.
Do you see now the extra bonus of owning rental property and
apartments in particular? It’s possible to keep moving your
money from one property to a bigger property and to an even
bigger one. Or from Diamond Acres into 2 properties in 5
years.

Building depreciation
Accelerated Depreciation
Total write offs

$1,200,000
$870,000
$400,000

(Assuming we use the Cost Segregation strategy)

$2,470,000

As you can see, making a passive investment in commercial
multi-family properties just keeps getting better and better.
I’ve used some pretty impressive numbers in these examples.
Yet in some cases I’ve been quite conservative. To be fair,
though, I’ve also been conservative when discussing
acquisition expenses as well. In the real world, there are
always transaction fees – a fee to the operator for putting the
deal together, refinancing fees, closing costs and so on. Yet
these things have a way of becoming very painless when you
consider the long-term benefits.
How will an actual property perform? That really depends on a
lot of factors, yet we can show you several real-world
examples that’ll make you salivate if you’d like to see them.
So, what comes next? Let’s explore that in our final chapter.
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CHAPTER 8

What’s next?

Congratulations! You’ve made it to the last chapter. In your journey you’ve learned
quite a bit about creating, preserving and growing a passive income stream.
We’ve talked about the different types of income and how they’re taxed. We’ve
discussed different forms of investing and why real estate offers so many advantages.
You’ve also read about why commercial multi-family apartments in particular provide
the biggest passive investing advantages.
You have seen that apartment syndicates deliver more than simple REIT’s ever can.
What now? Where do you go from this point forward?

Your next move
If I may be so bold, I’d like to suggest that you join us and dip your toe into the
apartment syndication world. You’ll be able to put into practice all the things we’ve
talked about so far.
By investing in a multifamily syndication with a trusted sponsor, you enjoy all of the
benefits of passive investing from income to asset appreciation to protection against
taxation. It’s truly the best possible position to be in for the long term.
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CHAPTER 7

What do you need to get started?
If you recall way back, we talked about who qualifies for a real
estate syndicate. In our case, since we probably don’t know
each other well yet, although I hope we will soon, you have to
meet 1 of 2 qualifications. You must be an accredited investor
or a sophisticated investor.
That means a stabilized annual income of $200,000 if you’re
single or $300,000 if you’re married for the past 2 years and
with the expectation of making it next year. Or you can have a
net worth of $1 million or more.
That’s an accredited investor. A sophisticated investor has
some of those same qualifications and / or they’ve participated
in a sizable investment in the past and can prove it.
While that may sound like a big deal, in truth there are a lot
more accredited investors than you might think. Suppose, for
example, that you and your wife earn $230K combined. Yet
let’s also assume that you’re 45 years old and you both have
been contributing to a self-directed IRA for 20 years.

Your account now holds $1,650,781. Guess what? You’re an
accredited investor!
So, the next step for you is to get in touch with me. We should
really have a more specific talk about how our syndicates
work, your goals and aspirations and to get any questions you
may have answered. I can also show you real world examples
that we’ve done, rather than just hypothetical examples like
you’ve seen in this book.
You see, this is a business that’s about relationships for me.
Remember how I mentioned that one of my goals is to help
Hispanic immigrants tap into the American dream of passive
wealth? Well, part of that is establishing a real relationship.
Now I’m not saying you have to be a Hispanic immigrant.
Everyone is welcome, so long as we can talk and develop a
real rapport. That’s critical for me. So please contact me today
and let’s see if we’re a good fit to invest together.

When is the right time?
Before we say goodbye, I think I should address this most common of questions that I get. People always want to know what the
best time to strike is… and honestly, if you are playing the long-term multigenerational wealth building game, I have 1 simple answer.

The best time is right now.
With few exceptions, just about any economic or political
climate is ripe for apartment investing. It goes back to what we
talked about earlier. The people who are most likely to rent an
apartment are always going to be most likely to rent an
apartment.
And as they move on through life and perhaps out of that
demographic, they’re replaced by more people in an
ever-growing population.
And we’re investing in an asset that allows us complete control
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and the ability to force appreciation by implementing
value-add strategies. That’s so important and means so much.
The best passive income comes from sources over which we
have active control – and apartments fit that bill wonderfully!
Thank you for reading this book. I hope it was informative as
well as interesting. This is my passion and I love sharing it with
folks like you.

Lennon Lee
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